2021 COLLECTION

POOLS AFFORDABLE
						 FOR ALL BUDGETS

One swimming pool,
thousands of happy
moments.

Our wide range caters for all budgets:
discover pools that are easy to manage
and maintain (less than €1 a day*).
Desjoyaux technology has your convenience
in mind. Thanks to our filtration system,
no more need for winterisation
or starting up again in spring.

Whether you are enjoying an early
morning dip, taking a coffee break,
immersed in a backstroke workout
or merely dipping your toes in the
water, your Desjoyaux pool
is there to be enjoyed at any time
of day.
Ideal for a post-work gettogether with friends, a family
diving contest or indulging in a
night-time dip with your loved
one, your swimming pool makes
every moment happy and unique.

Only 15

minutes
a week

is needed to clean your pool in bathing
season. Goodbye stress, hello good times.
Enjoy a new living space which will
add value to your house and bring
happiness to both young and old.
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* Over 365 days for a volume of 40 m3 including electricity, products and water for upkeep and swimming.
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DESJOYAUX
POOLS
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OUR HISTORY
This is what a swimming pool can do:
bring people together and
create timeless memories.
HOW DID THE
DESJOYAUX ADVENTURE BEGIN?
In the 1960s, we loved to spend our weekends together as a
family in our holiday home in Cuzieu, birthplace of Desjoyaux.
It was here that in 1966 my father built a pool for his children
with his own hands, constructing it with tiles and reinforced
concrete. This gave birth to a great adventure:
in 1969, he set up his own company and built swimming
pools for his friends.
From then on, he dedicated his life to constructing pools
as real spaces for living, sharing, playing and meeting for all
generations.

HOW DID YOU TURN YOUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
INTO UNIQUE KNOW-HOW?
I joined the company when I was 17, did a course in bricklaying and tiling and then poured over copious
management books, which emphasised the great importance of customer relations. To attract clients, we
mechanised our business at the start of the 1970s and produced a series of innovations such as permanent
active casing and the filtration unit, which have made us leaders and pioneers in the sector. We can therefore
meet the needs of every client, whether they opt for a pool with a traditional shape or a free-form one, catering
for all types of land around the world!
Jean-Louis Desjoyaux

WHAT CHILDHOOD MEMORIES DO YOU HAVE
OF TIMES SPENT AROUND THE POOL?
As children, my sister Catherine, my brother Pierre-Louis
and I discovered the joys of the water.
Back then, private pools were a Hollywood phenomenon and
still did not exist in France. It was a revelation: the pool was a
source of fun, relaxation and conviviality. A photo shows these
happy days: it was a scorching hot summer and my 7-year-old
sister, smiling in her yellow swimsuit, and my brother and I were
enjoying playing with a small model sailing boat decked out with
a charming blue sail.
Our friends and neighbours often joined us, eager to join
in the fun of these moments of laughter, play and swimming.
This is what a swimming pool can do:
bring people together and create timeless memories.

Catherine, Pierre-Louis
and Jean-Louis Desjoyaux
in the first Desjoyaux pool
in 1966 in Cuzieu (42)
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Jean Desjoyaux
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GLOBAL EXPERTISE
THE BIG LEAP TO THE
GLOBAL MARKET
From the very first store in La Fouillouse in
1978, the firm went from strength to strength in
France and across the world with its aim of making
swimming pools affordable for the wider public.
In 1984, Desjoyaux was a trailblazer,
creating a network of exclusive dealerships.
Today:

Over 380 stores
In five continents
Over 220,000 installations
Number 1 exclusive worldwide pool network

THE DESJOYAUX GENERATION
The cornerstone of our international SME is our
family DNA. The various Desjoyaux generations
have worked hand in hand with dealerships and
passionate tradespeople to guarantee the best
quality at every link in the chain. Together, they have
allowed the business to grow while preserving the
company’s family spirit.
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2.

SIMPLICITY
GUARANTEEING
EFFECTIVENESS:
PIPELESS FILTRATION

WHAT SETS DESJOYAUX APART:

THE DOUBLE CONCEPT

Inspired by outboard motors on boats, Desjoyaux’s
exclusive system patented in 1983 is designed
to be pipeless. This avoids long and costly works
to lay pipes and the need for a plant room. No
underground pipes removes any stress and means
there is less risk of leakage!

In 1978, Desjoyaux filed its first patent for permanent active casing.
But it didn’t stop there!
In 1983, Desjoyaux broke new ground with its pipeless filtration system.

Whether built into the structure, straddling the wall
of the pool or in the form of steps, our compact
system includes all the elements of a traditional
filtration unit: pump, piping, filter, spotlight.

The double concept was born.

1.

CHOOSE THE SHAPE
OF YOUR POOL WITHOUT
COMPROMISING
Permanent active casing is a Desjoyaux concept
patented in 1978, which achieved the technical
feat of solving the equation of rapid installation,
longevity, and freedom of form and dimensions.
The principle: recycled polypropylene panels are
pre-assembled at the factory, and once installed onsite,
are cast in concrete in a single operation. This exclusive
procedure ensures the solidity of your pool.

Built-in filtration system
PF.I 181

Efficient! This system can filter
all of your pool’s water in ONLY
TWO HOURS for an 8 x 4 m
pool, but also provides great
quality of filtration thanks to a
filter medium of up to 6 microns.

Your Desjoyaux pool therefore
has the double advantage of
being a single-piece, free-standing
structure, which enables us to
offer you a 10-YEAR guarantee
that is unique on the market.

Zero pipes!
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1.

STRUCTURE

“The Desjoyaux casing
is a real technological breakthrough!
It is the invention of a unique,
high-quality concept that is highly
resistant, particularly to ice
and ground movements.”

2.

FILTRATION

“The Desjoyaux filtration unit
is very quick to install and also
has the advantage of being
upgradable to adapt to your needs.”
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3.

2

LINER

“The liner is fixed very simply
to the pool structure with a
fixation profile. As well as ensuring
the watertightness of your pool,
the range of liners allows you
to choose the colour of your water.”
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Patrice, bricklayer
with Desjoyaux
for 20 years

4.

COPING

“Choose from different shapes, sizes,
depths or shades to give the desired
style to your new living space.”
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LOW CONSUMPTION

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS

YET COST-EFFECTIVE

Desjoyaux has always sought to protect
the environment and it has chosen to make
environmentalism a key feature of its approach.

ELECTRICITY

Pump 18 m3/hr 450 W/hr

WATER

On average: 1.5 m3/year
for washing the filter medium

SUPPLIES

1 filter medium per 3 years

RECYCLE…
In the 1990s Desjoyaux introduced the first 100%
recycled swimming pool structure.
We have now gone even further and added a
plastics processing chain to the production site. This
has allowed us to offer casing panels in recycled
polypropylene.

And most importantly, you save on a plant room!
SAVE MONEY!
The Desjoyaux filtration system helps you save
money. Filtered, heated and disinfected water is not
discharged into the wastewater system when the
filter medium is cleaned. A further advantage is that
there is reduced electricity consumption with
less pipes and the pumps require less power. With
a Desjoyaux pool, you consume half as much
electricity on average. Who can top that?
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DIVE INTO A TRULY FRENCH
COMPANY
The Desjoyaux family has been designing and
producing swimming pools in its production unit
in Saint-Étienne (42 - Loire) since 1966.
Our site has constantly evolved over the years to
become a manufacturing base that is unique
worldwide.
We have 45,000 m2 of factory floor in which the
various components of our swimming pools are
manufactured. From the very beginning, Desjoyaux’s
policy has been centred on controlled, industrialised
local production, guaranteeing a flawless and
constant level of quality.

Made in
France
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DESJOYAUX
ADVANTAGES

PROXIMITY
With 400 stores and 5,000 employees at your
service around the world, we are truly close at hand.
We are always there to advise and guide you in
the choice of products for your swimming pool and
to support you with our after-sales service.
Visit our stores to enjoy a range of products
selected and approved by Desjoyaux !

SUPPORT
A single contact person supports you
from start to finish: from the design to the
implementation of your plans, allowing you to
make the most of our over 50 years of experience.
Zero stress!
Your contact person looks after everything and
oversees progress in line with precise specifications.
Every Desjoyaux member of staff has completed a
specialised training course enabling them to support
you as effectively as possible.

PEACE OF MIND
Any problems? No problem for us.

Since 1966, Desjoyaux has been making your dreams reality.
Do you have a project in mind? We are there to help you bring it to life.

93%* of our customers would recommend us.

So what are you waiting for? Dive right into a Desjoyaux pool!
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* Mercury International 2016/2017 France.
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OUR
RANGES
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THE POOL
THAT SUITS YOU BEST

WHY CHOOSE DESJOYAUX?
10

A unique 10-year guarantee!
The assurance of enjoying unique, patented
expertise founded on over 50 years of experience and precise specifications.
Added value for your house (between +10% and +20 %*).
An environmentally responsible pool with low electricity and water consumption.

Whatever you have in mind, we have a solution that suits your budget :
Pool&Play, a quality pool at an unbeatable price and Exclusive, a customisable
solution for the pool of your dreams.

Desjoyaux design and manufacture.

So, ready to dive in?

*Source: French Federation of Pool and Spa Professionals.
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Range

STAIRS

Step right in...

When you choose a
Pool&Play pool, you get
a top-quality pool at an
unbeatable price:
The obvious choice: made
in France with Desjoyaux
expertise.

ble pool
I want an afforda
is ing
w ithout comprom
v ice .
on quality and ser

Rectangular staircase

l Makes the pool
look bigger

Roman staircase

l Makes the pool
look bigger

Full-width staircase

Corner staircase

l

Save on space

l

Maximum pool access

POOL SIZES

Your garden deserves the best

LINERS

Experience life in blue, light blue or green...

6x3

7 x 3.5

COPING
Classic grey colour

8x4
l

Non-slip as standard

BOTTOMS

Get creative

Deep
end
Classic straw colour
Gentle
incline

Light blue

White

Double
flat bottom

l

Flat
bottom

Light grey
L
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1.2 m, ideal for pool games

Sand

l
l

Reconstituted stone
Anti-overflow edging
2 types of coping:
flat (grey) or rounded
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Range
THE PUMP

FILTRATION UNITS

The ideal pump for your pool

Nothing but the best

CONTROL UNIT
Take control

Pump P18

Straddle filtration unit
(GR.I 181)

Built-in filtration unit
(PF.I 180)

l
l
l

Zero risk of leakage
Cost-effective
l Upgradable
l Water level -3 cm
l No discharges into the
wastewater system
l

l

l

l

l

Smart built-in finish
2 colours of
anti-slip covers
Light and
easy-to-handle covers

l
l
l

Programmable
Automatic or manual filtration
Lighting management

LED LIGHTING

Bathe your pool in light

l

l

Filter bag

Cost-effective pump
Desjoyaux Pools exclusive design
Protected winding

6 watts and 484 lumens
Lifespan: 50,000 hours
As standard in the filter
compartment

THE FILTER MEDIUM
Enjoy optimal filtration

l
l
l
l
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Unbeatable degree of filtration
Quick and easy upkeep
Cost-effective
Adjustable degree of filtration:
3 choices (6, 15 or 30 microns)
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Inspiration no . 1
Do you have limited space?
Not a problem.
The pleasure of having a pool
is not reserved for large spaces.
Let us tempt you with this 7 m-long
rectangular pool.

Filtration unit PF.I 180
for a smart
built-in finish.

A rectangular staircase
makes the pool look bigger
and allows for basking
in the sun.
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Classic Coping in straw colour
with a slight incline to prevent impurities
from entering the water.
Dim. 50 x 25 cm.
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Inspiration no . 2
What could be better than
enjoying that holiday
feeling just a few meters from
your own door?
Whether it’s for relaxing,
horsing around or quite
simply enjoying your free time,
this 6 x 3 m pool will always
live up to its purpose!

Filtration unit GR.I 181
cost-effective
and zero risk of leakage.

Classic grey colour coping
with a slight incline
to prevent impurities
from entering the water.
Dim. 50 x 25 cm.
Full-width staircase
Maximum access to pool.
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A BETTER-EQUIPPED
SWIMMING POOL

Range

Optimise your Desjoyaux experience
Discover our ranges:
Safety - Heating - Treatment - Cleaning

HEAT PUMPS
FLAT SHELTERS
The flat shelterprotects your pool
from leaves and outside pollution
all year round. It also allows for
easier winterisation and post-winter
start-up, with reduced upkeep.
Compliant with standard
NF P 90-309.

• Discreet and pleasing
to the eye, it blends
into the background
and complements all
styles of architecture.

BAR COVERS
The bar cover protects your swimming pool
in both summer and winter. It keeps heat in and limits
the growth of algae and micro-organisms thanks to
its opacity.

Cost-effective and easy to install,
the heat pump has a simple operating mechanism:
it captures calories from the outside air and returns
them directly to the water.

TREATMENT
Find all our
cleaning products
in Desjoyaux stores!

JD PAC Access Range

• High-performance
• Cost-effective
• Quiet

ELECTRIC ROBOT CLEANERS
ALARMS

BARRIERS

A pool alarm is a relatively
inexpensive way to ensure
your pool is compliant.

The removable barrier protects
access to the pool while remaining
practical: it can be removed
in an instant if need be!

Keep your pool clean with a minimum of time
and effort, thanks to our robot pool cleaners.
Everything you need for daily cleaning
of your pool!

JD All seasons cover Bar cover
Précisio Alarm
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JD Barrier +

N.B. as of 2003, the law requires a standardised safety system to be installed. Remember, however, that this is no substitute for close adult supervision. Be vigilant.

Dolphin S50

Dolphin S100

CyclonX
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Range

STAIRS

LINERS

Make an entrance

Lets you change the colour of the water

Full-width staircase

Enjoy the best of Desjoyaux innovation and services:
a greater choice and innovative, higher-quality materials.
Over 5,281 possible combinations.

POOL SIZES

t
I want a pool tha
h for me.
is the perfect matc

Find the pool that suits you best

6x3

Submerged deck
Light blue

White

Light grey

Sand

Corner staircase

7 x 3.5

8 x 3.5
Corner staircase & bench

l
l

8x4

10 x 4

9x4

l
l
l

Solidity of the concrete
Cast at the same time as the pool

5 colours
Locking strip in
the colour of the liner
Non-slip
as standard
Charcoal grey

BOTTOMS

A pool that is unique, just like you.

Classic

Deep
end

Gentle
incline

Double
flat bottom

Flat
bottom

Tradition

COPING

Invest in stone

Gres Porcelain

Natural stone
l
l

1.2 m, ideal for pool games
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l

Choice of 11 colours
Various thicknesses of coping
Various sizes of slabs
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Range

PUMPS

Our pumps are primed

P18

P25

PBI

THE FILTRATION UNIT
Dive into the purest waters

l

Cost-effective pump
Desjoyaux Pools
exclusive design
Protected winding

l

Desjoyaux Pools exclusive
design
Ideal for large pools
Protected winding

l 

l 

l
l

l

l

l

THE CONTROL UNIT

Built-in filtration unit (PF.I 181)

Control at the touch of a button

4 colours of flange cover
l Easy-to-handle cover
l Adjustable water level
600-micron large pre-filter basket
l

JD Maxi Filter

THE FILTER MEDIUM
Crystal clear

l
l
l
l

2.6 m2 of filter surface
Degree of filtration: 600 and 20 microns
Double protective grille for superior drainage
Handle for easier extraction
As a bonus, you also get two
more filter bags of 6 microns and 30 microns.
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Two speed
Desjoyaux Pools
exclusive design
Counter-current
swimming option
Protected winding

l 

l
l
l

Programmable
Automatic or manual filtration
Lighting management

LED LIGHTING

Light up your summer nights

l

l

6 watts and 484 lumens
Lifespan: 50,000 hours
As standard in the filter
compartment
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Inspiration no . 1
A sunny terrace, an outdoor lounge…
the ideal setting for making the most of
your swimming pool. This 9 x 4 m pool
will fit right into your formula for the
perfect summer!
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Above-ground pool
cover
to secure your pool
and conserve heat.

Gres Porcelain coping
in sand colour
to perfectly complement
the paving.
Dim. 60 x 25 cm.

Submerged deck
for basking with
your family, friends
or in perfect solitude!
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Inspiration no . 2
Because the delights of a pool are not only
there to be enjoyed insummer, you can boost
or retain the temperature you require for your
refuge by using a low shelter like
the one protecting this 8 x 4 m pool.
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Telescopic low shelter
to secure your pool and
conserve the water’s heat.

Corner staircase
Ideal for small
pools thanks to
its compact size.
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Inspiration no . 3
Want to combine exercise and relaxation? Nothing
could be easier: opt for a long pool like this 10 x 4
m model, where you can swim comfortably to your
heart’s content.
And… with the workout out of the way, why not
round it off with a siesta in the sun?
44

Thick travertine coping
Ideal for protecting the pool and
avoiding the need for a deck
around the pool.
Dim. 61 x 33 cm.
Thickness: 8 cm.

Built-in filtration unit PF.I 181
The latest of
the Desjoyaux range.
Refined design and great
technological innovation.
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A BETTER-EQUIPPED
SWIMMING POOL

Range

Optimise your Desjoyaux experience
Discover our ranges:
Safety - Heating - Treatment - Cleaning

HEAT PUMPS

LOW SHELTERS

The JD PAC and JD PAC Premium ranges
heat large volumes of water
and have premium functionalities.

The low shelter protects
your pool all year round from
outdoor pollution, extends
the bathing season and
boosts temperatures by up to
10°C!

JD PAC Premium Inverter Range

• High-performance
• Connected
• Environmentally
friendly

Available as an option:
• Side opening
• Motorisation

JD PAC Range

ABOVE-GROUND
OR SUBMERGED COVERS

AUTOMATIC TREATMENTS
These devices automatically regulate the salt,
chlorine and/or pH level.

Cover and uncover your pool in an instant with
these above-ground or submerged rigid blade covers,
offering heat, protection and a smart finish.

JD Sel : produces chlorine
via integrated electrolysis
(electrolyser)

ELECTRIC ROBOT
CLEANERS
Optimise the cleaning
of your pool with a
range of smart robots.

JD Cleaner 5

JD Dual:
2 in 1 system,
electrolyser
and pH regulator

JD Automatic-cover 2 Above-ground cover

JD Clean 4x4

M400

JD Automatic-cover 2 IM Submerged cover

46

N.B. as of 2003, the law requires a standardised safety system to be installed. Remember, however, that this is no substitute for close adult supervision. Be vigilant.
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MORE
INSPIRATIONS!
9x4m
PF.I 181
Full-width stair
Sand colour liner
Wooden deck
Immersed automatic cover

4 x 2.5 m
PF.I 181
Corner stair
Light grey liner
Light grey stoneware coping and paving

9x4m
PF.I 181
Corner stair
Light grey liner
Marble and wood coping
and paving
Immersed automatic cover
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Free-form
PF.I 181
Full-width stair
Sand colour liner
Natural stone
coping and paving

15 x 2 m
PF.I 181
Tanning ledge
White liner
Travertine and teak coping and paving
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8 x 2.5 m
PF.I 181
Full-width stair
Black liner
Natural stone coping

9x4m
PF.I 181
Submerged deck stair
Light grey liner
Wooden deck
Immersed automatic cover

4 x 2.5 m
PF.I 181
Full-width stair
Charcoal grey liner
Travertine coping and paving
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5x3m
PF.I 181
Corner stair & bench
Sand colour liner
Wooden deck
10 x 5 m
PF.I 181
Corner stair
Light grey liner
Grey stone colour tradition coping and paving
5-piece grey low shelter
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8 x 2.5 m
PF.I 181
Corner stair
Light grey liner
Wooden deck

8.75 x 3.50 m
PF.I 181
Corner stair & bench
Light grey liner
Light grey stoneware coping
and paving
Immersed automatic cover

11 x 3 m
PF.I 181
Corner stair
White liner
Wooden deck
Immersed automatic cover

5x3m
PF.I 181
Corner stair & bench
Charcoal grey liner
Natural stone coping
Wooden decking
Automatic above-ground
cover

8x4m
PF.I 181
Full-width stair
Light grey liner
Grey stone colour tradition
coping and paving
4-piece grey low shelter
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MY
PROJECT
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MY PROJECT
STEP BY STEP

3

“Once the blocks of
the deck shoring have been positioned,
the infilling can
be carried out. ”

5

LAYING
THE COPING

MARKING OUT
AND EARTHWORKS

“ We then lay
your coping and paving
to create a
unique setting
around your pool. ”

“ This is when
the marking out and earthworks are
carried out in line with
the shape and size of the pool. ”

INSTALLATION OF THE
STRUCTURES AND
THE FILTRATION UNIT

2

“ Then we position the blocks, the wire
mesh in the bottom of the pool and install
the casing structures, pre-assembled in our
factory, as well as the filtration unit. Once the
structure and filtration unit have been installed,
we install rubans in chimneys and the top and
bottom wall ties.”
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BACKFILLING

“ We then pour
the concrete in a single operation
(bottom and walls) to produce
a single-piece, free-standing
structure. A smooth finishing
screed is then applied. ”

Desjoyaux project manager
for the past 15 years,
takes us through the
installation of a pool.

1

4

POURING
THE POOL

6
INSTALLING THE LINER
AND ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION
“ Lastly, we install the liner that you
have chosen. Once the filtration unit is
connected, you are ready to enjoy
your pool ! ”
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My project

DESJOYAUX’S FIVE
GOLDEN RULES
1- Confirm correct integration

2

1

3

I arrange
an appointment

I am inspired

5

I attend my
installation
appointment
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2- Clear contractual undertakings
I put together my
project with my
Desjoyaux project
manager

3- Longevity of the structure
4- Unique guarantees
5- Proximity service

4

I sign
my contract

6

7

8

My pool
is built

My pool is
filled

I receive
my guarantee

I dive
r ight in!
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To get your project underway,
visit www.desjoyaux.eu

